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Emerging Trends in Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, and Systems Biology: Algorithms and Software Tools (Emerging Trends in Computer Science and Applied Computing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2015

	Emerging Trends in Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, and Systems Biology discusses the latest developments in all aspects of computational biology, bioinformatics, and systems biology and the application of data-analytics and algorithms, mathematical modeling, and simu- lation techniques.


	• Discusses the...
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Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Construct a robust end-to-end solution for analyzing and visualizing streaming data Real-time analytics is the hottest topic in data analytics today. In Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming Data , expert Byron Ellis teaches data analysts technologies to build an effective real-time analytics platform. This...
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Pentaho Analytics for MongoDBPackt Publishing, 2014

	Together, Pentaho and MonoDB can provide the complete solution for storing, processing, and visualizing data. This user-friendly guide will soon have you configuring Pentaho Business Analytics to talk to MongoDB for great results.


	Overview

	
		This is a step-by-step guide that will have you quickly creating...
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Beginning Java Google App EngineApress, 2009
Google App Engine is one of the key technologies to emerge in recent years to help you build scalable web applications even if you have limited previous experience. If you are a Java programmer, this book offers you a Java approach to beginning Google App Engine. You will explore the runtime environment, front-end technologies like Google Web...
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Big Data and Analytics: Strategic and Organizational ImpactsSpringer, 2015

	This book presents and discusses the main strategic and organizational challenges posed by Big Data and analytics in a manner relevant to both practitioners and scholars. The first part of the book analyzes strategic issues relating to the growing relevance of Big Data and analytics for competitive advantage, which is also attributable to...
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Digital Cultural HeritageSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book provides an overview of various application spheres and supports further innovations needed in information management and in the processes of knowledge generation. The professions, organizations and scientific associations involved are unusually challenged by the complexity of the data situation.
		

...
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Introduction to TornadoO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Walk through the basics of Tornado, the high-performance web server known for its speed, simplicity, and scalability on projects large and small. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to use Tornado’s acclaimed features by working with several example applications. You also get best practices for using Tornado in the...
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Performance Dashboards: Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Power of FOCUS … Over the past several decades we all have been trying to use information through technology to optimize our businesses and make our lives easier. So why have so many businesses failed and why do most organizations continue to struggle to fi nd that “ competitive advantage ” that will take them to the...
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Anonymizing Health Data: Case Studies and Methods to Get You StartedO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Updated as of August 2014, this practical book will demonstrate proven methods for anonymizing health data to help your organization share meaningful datasets, without exposing patient identity. Leading experts Khaled El Emam and Luk Arbuckle walk you through a risk-based methodology, using case studies from their efforts to...
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Dashboards for ExcelApress, 2015

	This book takes a hands-on approach to developing dashboards, from instructing users on advanced Excel techniques to addressing dashboard pitfalls common in the real world. Dashboards for Excel is your key to creating informative, actionable, and interactive dashboards and decision support systems. Throughout the book, the reader is...
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Hands-On Data Science with Anaconda: Utilize the right mix of tools to create high-performance data science applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop, deploy, and streamline your data science projects with the most popular end-to-end platform, Anaconda

	
		Key Features

		
			Use Anaconda to find solutions for clustering, classification, and linear regression
	
			Analyze your data efficiently with the most powerful data...
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Business Intelligence with Microsoft® Office PerformancePoint Server 2007McGraw-Hill, 2008
An in-depth guide to creating world-class Business Intelligence solutions
This comprehensive volume covers every aspect of PerformancePoint 2007, the latest in Microsoft's line of Business Intelligence applications. You will learn to collect and warehouse corporate data, perform fiscal analysis, distribute dynamic...
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